Monday 20 June 2022 – Cités des Sciences et de l’Industrie - Paris

**Welcoming participants**

**Registration**

- Focus on Senegal
- Focus on Palestine
- Focus on Latin America and the Caribbean
- Focus on Armenia
- Focus on Mediterranean / Climate
- Focus on Sahel
- Focus on Japan
- Focus on Vietnam

Coffee break

Ceremony in honour of presidents of CUF’s country and thematic groups

Presentation ceremony of the label “United sustainable territories facing the crisis”

Room 1

Room 2

Room 3

Room A+B

Tuesday 21 June 2022 – Cités des Sciences et de l’Industrie – Paris

**Welcoming participants**

**Registration**

Opening Ceremony

**Plenary session**

“Local authorities’ international action, a tool of experimentation to face global challenges”

**Workshop**

Achieve gender equality in the public space, at home and abroad

New conflicts and city diplomacy

International strategy: mandatory steps, multiple approaches – guide and methodologies from DCOL experiences

International and global citizenship of the youth: mobilisation and innovations of local authorities

**Micro Workshops**

- SDGs support mechanism for decentralised cooperation: what added value?
- CIF-AFD: opportunities for decentralised cooperation with countries in the Gulf of Guinea and North Africa

**Lunch break**

Room “Le LOFT”

**Closing**